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REVIEW
Transcription factor heterogeneity in pluripotent stem cells:
a stochastic advantage
Maria-Elena Torres-Padilla1,* and Ian Chambers2,*
ABSTRACT
When pluripotent cells are exposed to a uniform culture environment
they routinely display heterogeneous gene expression. Aspects of this
heterogeneity, such as Nanog expression, are linked to differences in
the propensity of individual cells to either self-renew or commit towards
differentiation. Recent findings have provided new insight into the
underlying causes of this heterogeneity, which we summarise here
using Nanog, a key regulator of pluripotency, as a model gene. We
discuss the role of transcription factor heterogeneity in facilitating the
intrinsically dynamic and stochastic nature of the pluripotency network,
which in turn provides a potential benefit to a population of cells that
needs to balance cell fate decisions.
KEY WORDS: Pluripotency, Epiblast, Embryonic stem cell (ESC),
Heterogeneity, Transcription, Monoallelic
Introduction
Pluripotency is the capacity of individual cells to give rise to daughter
cells that can differentiate into representative tissues of each of the
primary embryonic germ layers. This property is held by cells of the
early embryo, with pluripotent cells being present in mammals from
the pre-implantation epiblast stage and beyond implantation until the
onset of somitogenesis (Beddington, 1983; Osorno et al., 2012).
Pluripotency is also a defining feature of cell lines that can be
established from peri-implantation mammalian embryos. In the
mouse, these are embryonic stem cells (ESCs) from the pre-
implantation epiblast (Evans and Kaufman, 1981; Martin, 1981;
Brook and Gardner, 1997) and so-called epiblast stem cells (EpiSCs)
from the post-implantation epiblast (Brons et al., 2007; Tesar et al.,
2007), although EpiSCs can also be obtained by explanting pre-
implantation embryos into EpiSC culture media (Najm et al., 2011).
Pluripotency depends upon the coordinated action of a gene
regulatory network (GRN; see glossary in Box 1) assembled from
transcription factors and subject to modulation by signalling
pathways responding to environmental cues (Ng and Surani,
2011; Levine and Davidson, 2005). This GRN is not present at
fertilisation but rather is synthesised in an apparently stochastic
manner upon formation of the pluripotent cells within the blastocyst
(Dietrich and Hiiragi, 2007; Guo et al., 2010). The activity of the
pluripotency GRN persists in epiblast cells (although not uniformly
in all cells) until they either gastrulate to form mesoderm or until
the start of somitogenesis. At this time, the declining level of
pluripotency transcription factors, notably OCT4 (also known as
POU5F1) and NANOG, drops below a hypothesised threshold
concentration, at which point pluripotency can no longer be
sustained (Osorno et al., 2012).
One of the most intriguing properties of ESCs is the heterogeneity
in gene expression that they display. Revealing the molecular basis
of this heterogeneity is not only important for understanding the
flexible nature of the pluripotent state but might also serve as a
model to understand heterogeneity in other systems. Heterogeneity
of pluripotent cells may arise via different modes of transcriptional
regulation, as well as post-transcriptional events such as protein
synthesis and cell cycle dynamics, but the contribution of these
different steps to heterogeneity is largely unknown. Recent
advances in understanding transcription factor heterogeneity have
come from work that focuses on the regulation of Nanog, one of the
core components of the pluripotency transcriptional network that
shows heterogeneity in ESC cultures. Allele switching at the Nanog
locus was reported in ESCs and may contribute to the observed
heterogeneity of NANOG in these cell types (Miyanari and Torres-
Padilla, 2012). However, other data showing that NANOG protein is
Box 1. Gene expression terms
Buffering. To lessen the effect of cell-to-cell variability. Buffering implies
that, over a period of time, differences in gene expression among
individual cells become averaged because all cells will have gone
through similar patterns of transcriptional firing. Buffering also refers to
space, whereby uncoordinated activity at the single-cell level in a cell
population or a tissue becomes ‘coordinated’ when one considers the
population as a single entity.
Bursting. A mode of transcriptional activity that designates occasional
firing separated by long periods of inactivity.
Firing. Production of a nascent transcript on the chromatin template that
reflects promoter activity in the nucleus.
Gene regulatory network (GRN). An interrelated composition of
transcription factor genes and signals that impinge upon such genes to
define a functional cell state, for example ESCs.
Half-life. Refers to the average time required to degrade 50% of the
mRNA or protein and therefore reflects stability. Most data on half-life
measurements analyse a population of cells and therefore ignore cell-to-
cell variability.
mRNA. Refers to the mature and processed messenger transcript and
reflects most often steady-state levels in the cytoplasm. Steady-state
levels depend on transcriptional activation rates and mRNA maturation,
stability and degradation.
Pulsatile transcription.Refers to those genes that fire transcription with
a period of inactivity (long or short) between firing events.
Transcriptional activation. Refers to promoter activity and leads to the
generation of a transcript from either or both alleles. It is the first clearly
productive and obligate step in the gene expression cascade.
2i. Refers to dual inhibition of MEK-ERK and GSK3, resulting in
inhibition of FGF and stimulation of Wnt signalling pathways in ESC
cultures. This produces cells that are referred to as being in a pluripotent
‘ground state’.
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heterogeneous across the population propose that NANOG protein
levels derive equally from both alleles (Filipczyk et al., 2013).
Although at first sight contradictory, these data might be explained
by considering the different levels at which gene expression can be
regulated and suggest that there are multiple molecular steps that
underpin heterogeneity.
In this Review, we will summarise the evidence supporting
transcription factor heterogeneity and its functional significance in
stem cell populations. Using Nanog as an example, we discuss the
various mechanisms that can influence heterogeneity in pluripotent
stem cell populations, including allelic transcriptional regulation,
variations in mRNA concentration and half-life (see glossary in
Box 1) at the single-cell level as well as feedback mechanisms and
post-transcriptional events.
Transcription factor heterogeneity
Several transcription factors are expressed heterogeneously in
undifferentiated ESCs (see Table 1). Initial findings using
immunofluorescence detection showed that NANOG was not
expressed in all OCT4-expressing undifferentiated ESCs (Fig. 1A)
(Hatano et al., 2005; Chambers et al., 2007). Using gene targeting to
introduce fluorescent protein reporters at the Nanog locus, either by
direct placement of GFP at the Nanog translation initiation codon
(Chambers et al., 2007)orbyengineering fluorescent protein fusions to
the NANOG C-terminus (Filipczyk et al., 2013), this heterogeneity
could be recapitulated, with populations of ESCs expressing the
surrogate fluorescent protein heterogeneouslyand in a bimodalmanner
(Chambers et al., 2007; Filipczyket al., 2013). Importantly, suchESCs
could be purified by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) of cells
that did or did not express Nanog-GFP. Moreover, replating of single
GFP-negative cells produced colonies containing GFP-positive cells
at high efficiency, suggesting that the non-expressing cells in a
heterogeneous population can revert to a Nanog-expressing state.
Subsequent replating of populations demonstrated that the original
distribution of fluorescence levels could be restored by placing cells in
culture for 1-2 weeks (Chambers et al., 2007; Kalmar et al., 2009).
Interestingly, the GFP-negative cells take slightly longer to reach
the original distribution than GFP-positive cells due to the fact that the
GFP-negative cells aremore prone to undergoacommitment event that
will initiate their differentiation and prevent their contribution to the
undifferentiated population. The time taken to reach the equilibrium of
the original populationdepends on thepurity, or conversely, thedegree
of heterogeneity remaining, within the sorted fraction.
Other transcription factors have also been demonstrated to be
expressed heterogeneously (Table 1). These includeEsrrb (van den
Berg et al., 2008), Rex1 (Toyooka et al., 2008), Stella (Hayashi
et al., 2008),Hex (Canham et al., 2010),Klf4 and Tbx3 (Niwa et al.,
2009). In the case of Stella, the ESCs required co-culture with
fibroblasts to display heterogeneity, as otherwise the expression of
this protein is vanishingly low. Functional distinctions between
cells displaying heterogeneous expression of some of these factors
have also been made. For example, Hex-positive cells have an
increased propensity to contribute to extra-embryonic endoderm
when reintroduced into blastocysts, with the opposite propensity
observed forHex-negative cells (Canham et al., 2010). In addition,
ESC cultures routinely harbour a minor proportion (<5%) of cells
that express Zscan4, a gene expressed in embryos at the 2-cell stage
(Zalzman et al., 2010). Using a reporter system directed by an
endogenous retroviral long terminal repeat specific for the 2-cell
stage, it was shown that essentially all ESCs in a culture can cycle in
and out of a state resembling the 2-cell stage (Macfarlan et al.,
2012). While in this state, ESCs are capable of contributing to
trophectoderm (Macfarlan et al., 2012).
An important question that remains unanswered is the extent to
which theseheterogeneities are interdependent. The fact that bothEsrrb
and Klf4 are downstream targets of NANOG (Festuccia et al., 2012)
could suggest that heterogeneity inEsrrb andKlf4might be eliminated
if Nanog were expressed homogeneously. Additionally, ESRRB has
been reported to cooperate with OCT4 in the transcriptional activation
(see glossary in Box 1) of Nanog, so the converse relationship might
apply (van den Berg et al., 2008). Interestingly, TBX3 has been
reported to influence the expression of Zscan4 via indirect effects on
DNAmethylation andhistonemethylation (Macfarlan et al., 2011;Dan
et al., 2013). Further experiments will provide a more detailed
understanding of the relationships between individual heterogeneously
expressed transcription factors.
Transcriptional regulation of heterogeneity
Global analyses of chromatin localisation indicate that individual
pluripotency transcription factors are located at thousands of sites in
the chromatin of populations of predominantly undifferentiated ESCs.
These sites are in many cases close, or immediately adjacent, to sites
where additional transcription factors bind (Loh et al., 2006; Chen
et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2008). In some cases, such as for OCT4 and
SOX2 proteins, the biochemical basis for the juxtaposed interaction is
clear as it occurs through direct interaction (Ambrosetti et al., 1997;
Williams et al., 2004). In many other cases this remains to be
established. Nevertheless, the idea that genes are commonly regulated
through the co-binding of distinct transcription factors is in line with
the notion of combinatorial control of gene expression (Ptashne and
Gann, 2001). As many of the co-bound loci are adjacent to genes that
encode components of the pluripotencyGRN, these observations have
led to the notion that binding of a transcription factor to a target gene,
X, in populations of cells inwhich geneX is expressed, means that the
transcription factor positively regulates gene X (Jaenisch and Young,
2008). This implies that the core network is composed solely of self-
reinforcing interactions that maintain the activity of the pluripotency
GRN. However, negative autoregulatory interactions are also possible
and these could contribute to the heterogeneous expression of some
transcription factors. A prime example of this is NANOG. Using
Table 1. Transcription factors heterogeneously expressed in ESCs
Protein Comments References
NANOG NANOG levels fluctuate in
culture and determine ESC
self-renewal efficiency
Chambers et al., 2007;
Kalmar et al., 2009;
Abranches et al., 2013;
Filipczyk et al., 2013
REX1
(ZFP42)
Rex1:GFP-positive and
-negative cells show distinct
colony morphologies
Toyooka et al., 2008
STELLA
(DPPA3)
Fluorescent protein reporter
expression requires
fibroblast co-culture
Hayashi et al., 2008
ESRRB Direct transcriptional target of
NANOG
van den Berg et al., 2008;
Festuccia et al., 2012
KLF4 Downstream of LIF; direct
transcriptional target of
NANOG
Niwa et al., 2009; Festuccia
et al., 2012
TBX3 Downstream of LIF; modulates
Zscan4 indirectly
Niwa et al., 2009; Dan et al.,
2013
HEX
(HHEX)
Hex+ cells contribute
preferentially to primitive
endoderm
Canham et al., 2010;
Morgani et al., 2013
ZSCAN4 Transiently expressed in <5%
of ESCs
Zalzman et al., 2010
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inducible gain- and loss-of-function genetic approaches, NANOG
was shown to decrease the level of transcription of the Nanog gene
(Navarro et al., 2012). Zfp281 has been implicated in the repressive
effect ofNANOGon theNanog locus andhas been proposed to act via
recruitment of the NuRD complex (Fidalgo et al., 2012). Without
NANOG, the degree of heterogeneity in Nanog gene expression in
ESCs is reduced, with a higher proportion of cells expressing the
Nanog gene (Navarro et al., 2012). Interestingly, a separate study
found that transient knockdown of the endogenous Nanog gene
combinedwith constitutive transgenic expression ofNanog resulted in
a reduced variability in expression of pluripotency GRN components,
suggesting that feedback loops among the GRN components regulate
ESC heterogeneity (MacArthur et al., 2012).
The case of Nanog: allele switching may contribute to
heterogeneity
Nanog was originally identified in a genetic screen for molecules
that facilitate ESC self-renewal, specifically in the absence of
LIF (Chambers et al., 2003; Mitsui et al., 2003). However,
overexpression of Nanog also enhances ESC self-renewal in the
presence of LIF. Indeed, subsequent analyses of a Nanog allelic
series showed a direct relationship between the NANOG level and
the self-renewal efficiency, indicating that the NANOG level acts
as a differentiation rheostat (Chambers et al., 2007).
WhenanalysingnascentNanog transcriptionbyRNAfluorescent in
situ hybridisation (RNA-FISH), it was found that ∼59% of ESCs
grown in LIF/serum engage in Nanog transcriptional firing (see
glossary in Box 1) (Miyanari and Torres-Padilla, 2012). However,
only a very low percentage of cells (14%) fire from both alleles, with
the remaining 45% of cells instead displaying only one active allele,
implying that, at a given time, ESCs are more likely to transcribe only
one Nanog allele (Miyanari and Torres-Padilla, 2012). Similarly, an
independent study byNavarro and colleagues reported∼10%ofESCs
with biallelic firing (Navarro et al., 2012). Likewise, studies of single-
molecule RNA-FISH (smRNA-FISH) using intronic probes to
measure firing of transcription identified four patterns of Nanog
transcription in ESCs at any given moment in time: those containing
either of the two intronic signals (one of two alleles active), those
containing two (two alleles active) and those containing none (no
active allele) (Hansen and van Oudenaarden, 2013) (Fig. 1B).
Counting the number of transcription sites using intronic probes
revealed a strong monoallelic signal in ESCs grown in LIF/serum.
Importantly, however, examination of individual cells using exonic
probes showed the simultaneous presence of mature cytoplasmic
mRNAtranscripts fromboth alleles, evenwhenonlyoneornoneof the
Nanog alleles was firing (Hansen and van Oudenaarden, 2013). Thus,
there is a discrepancybetween the allelic nature of transcriptional firing
and the accumulation of mature mRNA transcripts from both alleles.
In agreement with the biallelic accumulation of exonic transcripts in
single cells, ESC lines encoding the fluorescent protein reporter
fusionsNANOG-Katushka andNANOG-Venusknocked in to eachof
the twoNanog alleles revealed the overall presence ofNANOG fusion
proteins from both alleles in individual cells (Filipczyk et al., 2013)
(Fig. 2). The allele switching ofNanog expression reported previously
anticipated just such a scenario: if allele switching occurs on a rapid
time-scale relative to the life time of the mRNA and protein, the
presence of NANOG protein from both alleles in individual cells
would be expected (Fig. 2) (Miyanari and Torres-Padilla, 2012).
Indeed, destabilised fluorescent protein reporters inserted downstream
of the Nanog coding region, but preceded by a self-cleavable 2A
peptide, revealed frequent allele switchingwith irregular time intervals
between switches (Miyanari and Torres-Padilla, 2012). If the
destabilised self-cleavable fluorescent protein-based reporters have a
shorter protein half-life than NANOG, they will reflect transcriptional
firing rather than protein content. Furthermore, the range of Nanog
mRNAconcentrations in individual cells is highly variable, a potential
outcome of the discontinuous accumulation of transcripts from both
alleles in single cells with time. A discrepancy between allelic firing
andmature mRNA transcripts is therefore expected if the frequency of
firingandallele switching is irregular in time andofvariable strength in
individual cells within the population.
Previous analysis using reporters with stable GFP have reported a
degree of mismatching between profiles of fluorescent protein and
endogenous NANOG protein levels (Chambers et al., 2007; Kalmar
et al., 2009; Abranches et al., 2013). However, it is important to note
that the degree of matching depends upon how the cells are treated.
Undifferentiated fluorescent protein-negative cells can become
contaminated in at least two ways. First, without sorting for a second
undifferentiated cell marker, clearly differentiated cells that no longer
express the reporter will contaminate the undifferentiated population.
Second, gene conversion can replace the reporter allele with a second
wild-type allele, resulting in the covert existence of essentially wild-
type cells in the fluorescent protein-negative population. FACS-sorted
OCT4-positive cells show a good correlation between NANOG and
Nanog:GFP inTNGcells,which aremouseESCs inwhich aGFPopen
reading frame has been placed at theNanog translation initiation codon
via homologous recombination (Festuccia and Chambers, 2011;
Chambers et al., 2007). Moreover, the utility of a given reporter
allele depends upon what it is being deployed for: an allele that has a
Fig. 1. Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) show heterogeneous levels of
NANOG protein and transcriptional firing. (A) ESC colony showing
heterogeneous expression of NANOG protein in cells that express relatively
homogeneous levels of OCT4. Phase contrast and immunofluorescence
images are shown for OCT4 (red) and NANOG (green). (B) Detection ofNanog
nascent transcription has revealed four different types of ESCs: those that do
not express Nanog, those that express from either allele, and those that
express from both alleles. The existence of these four different modes of
expression suggests that transcriptional firing provides a means to generate
heterogeneity in ESC populations. Note that the proportion of the four modes of
expression changes according to whether ESCs are cultured in serum/LIF or
are supplemented with 2i/LIF; in the latter, most cells express both Nanog
alleles and the proportion of cells that do not express Nanog is negligible.
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degree of mismatch between fluorescent protein and endogenous
protein half-lives is still useful in the purification of cells from the
population extremes for comparative kinetic analysis following
replating. Nevertheless, it is not surprising that other recent
fluorescent protein reporters used in ESCs might not fully
recapitulate the endogenous protein (Faddah et al., 2013). This
drawback has been tackled by generating fluorescent protein fusions
expressed from the two endogenousNanog loci, therefore serving as an
allelic reporter at the protein level (Filipczyk et al., 2013). This analysis
confirmed heterogeneity at the protein level in individual cells of the
population. The half-life of the resulting fusion proteins matches that
measured forNANOGprotein by the same authors (∼5.5 h).However,
this does not agreewith the half-life ofNANOG in other studies of cells
cultured in LIF/serum, which was determined to be ∼2 h (Chae et al.,
2012;Abranches et al., 2013). The origin of this discrepancy is unclear
as Filipczyk et al. use the same genetic background and culture
conditions as some of these other studies. It is also notable that human
NANOG protein examined in a human cell also has a half-life of∼2 h
(Ramakrishna et al., 2011). Putting aside these concerns, the Filipczyk
studyusingNANOGfusions provides the best approximation available
to date for addressing NANOG protein dynamics in single cells. The
range in the relative allelic expression of the two fusion proteins in
single cells matches that of the exonic mRNA reported by Hansen and
van Oudenaarden (2013), with the exception that the dispersion from
themean iswider for themRNAthan for theprotein.This detail implies
that a significant parameter accounting for the lack of correlation
betweenmonoallelic firing and biallelic protein contentmay arise from
the stability, concentration and/or half-life of themRNA itself. Indeed,
the number of Nanog mRNA molecules present in individual cells
ranges from 0 to 500 (median of∼220), with a peak of cells with no or
low NanogmRNA (Hansen and van Oudenaarden, 2013).
The apparent lack of correlation between Nanog transcriptional
firing and the mRNA and protein contents is not unprecedented.
Although mRNA content generally correlates with protein levels,
there are some important exceptions. Studies both in bacteria and
mammalian cells have shown that, whereas the mRNA can show a
large degree of variation between cells in a population, the
variations at the protein level in the same population can be much
smaller (Raj et al., 2006; Sigal et al., 2006). This implies that
although variations in the analysis of mRNA levels can be easily
seen in a cell population, they will not necessarily translate into
variations at the protein level, particularly when the protein is
comparatively stable. Interestingly, whether genes for which
transcription is activated in bursts (see glossary in Box 1) show a
general correlation between promoter activity and mRNA and/or
protein levels in individual cells remains an open question.
Genome-wide analyses in fission yeast have revealed that whereas
changes in mRNA and protein concentrations are concordant for
induced genes, genes that are rapidly repressed upon a stimulus, for
example stress, can have uncoupled mRNA and protein levels
(Lackner et al., 2012). Indeed, discordant half-lives can give
apparently uncoupled mRNA and protein levels, particularly for a
repressed gene for which the mRNA half-life is shorter than that of
the corresponding protein. On a case-by-case basis, cell-to-cell
variability in protein level will depend on whether the mRNA and
protein have dissimilar half-lives: in cases in which the protein has a
Fig. 2. Nanog monoallelic firing and allele switching is predominant in mouse ESCs. Allelic transcriptional firing and allele switching in ESCs grown in
2i/LIF (top) or serum/LIF (middle and bottom), over time (indicated by the arrows; t1, t2, etc.). Given the nature of Nanog allele switching over time, cells are
expected to accumulate mature mRNA transcripts from both alleles (green and red) with the subsequent production of biallelic NANOG protein. When ESCs
are cultured in 2i/LIF conditions, both Nanog alleles tend to be expressed at the same time (green and red), leading to accumulation of mRNA from both alleles
and increased expression of Nanog overall in the ESC population. When ESCs are cultured in serum/LIF, the transcription rate of Nanog decreases. If the rate
of monoallelic firing is rapid, this leads to an accumulation of higher levels of Nanog mRNA from both alleles (middle). When the rate of monoallelic firing is
reduced, this leads to a reduction in the concentration of Nanog mRNA from both alleles. At further reduced firing rates Nanog mRNA would no longer be
detectable.
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longer half-life than the mRNA,mRNAvariability may not translate
into protein variability. However, in cases where the protein half-life
is shorter than, or similar to, that of its mRNA, variability at the
mRNA level will generate cell-to-cell variability at the protein level.
The above considerations caution against drawing oversimplified
parallels between mRNA production and protein concentrations.
This is particularly important for genes subject to pulsatile
transcriptional activation (see glossary in Box 1), allele switching
or genes that become rapidly repressed in response to signalling or
other stimuli.
Non-transcriptional regulation of transcription factor
heterogeneity
In addition to the factors discussed above, protein synthesis and other
post-transcriptional events may also have a major effect on cellular
functionandheterogeneity.Studies thatmeasured relative synthesis and
degradation rates in C2C12 myotubes have suggested that protein
synthesis, rather than mRNA production, can be a dominant factor for
cell differentiation (Kristensen et al., 2013). Protein synthesis rates are
relatively understudied in models for mammalian cell differentiation or
in vivo. In particular, the rate of NANOG synthesis has not been
addressed in detail. However, ablation of Gsk3 has been reported to
enhance translation of NANOG, while the half-life of NANOG is
reduced in cells cultured in 2i/LIF (see glossary in Box 1) compared
withLIF/serum, suggesting that protein dynamicsmightmake complex
contributions to ESC self-renewal (Sanchez-Ripoll et al., 2013).
Fluctuations in gene expression can be driven by intrinsic and
extrinsic factors. Extrinsic fluctuations derived from environmental
changes, such as signalling inputs,will affect both alleles.By contrast,
intrinsic factors result from randomness inherent to transcription and/
or translation. Therefore, intrinsic fluctuations can potentially affect
the two alleles of a gene independently (Elowitz et al., 2002; Raj
and van Oudenaarden, 2008). The period of inactivity between
transcriptional firing has, in some cases, been associated with
remodelling of the chromatin (Harper et al., 2011). Indeed, when
assessing the transcriptional activation of identical promoters in single
cells using two different reporters, the dynamics were shown to be
distinct and independent of cell cycle and were proposed to be due to
different chromatin configurations. In general, two types of genes
could be distinguished: fully activated genes that displayed constant
transcriptional activity and those that are activated only in a particular
context. Fluctuations in gene expression, known as pulses, are
globally inherent to genes that are not fully activated.
Non-transcriptional regulation of heterogeneity might also occur,
for example throughmodulation of signalling pathways or via the cell
cycle phase of single cells in a population. Here, it is likely that these
extracellular stimuli act through generating changes in transcription.
The cell cycle has been shown to affect stochastic transcriptional
cycles in cell populations (Zopf et al., 2013). However, opposite
results have been obtained using different systems (Harper et al.,
2011), implying that the influence of the cell cycle on cell-to-cell
variability might differ and that conclusions on cell cycle effects will
need to be drawn on a case-by-case basis.
Cell-to-cell variability in mRNA and protein levels in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae colonies has been explained through
differences in the cell cycle, where the phase of the cell cycle
dominates extrinsic noise and is themain determinant of heterogeneity
within a population of cells (Zopf et al., 2013). This work also
postulated that transcriptional burst frequency increases with high
expression levels. The impact of the cell cycle on transcription pulses
has also been addressed in individual pituitary cells (Harper et al.,
2011). The transcriptional bursts of the prolactin gene displayed by a
population of pituitary cells was not coordinated between different
cells, and tracking the activityof twodifferent reporters in live imaging
allowed the authors to ask whether such bursts were temporally
coordinated or out of phasewithin a single cell cycle. Remarkably, the
dynamics of identical promoters in single cells were shown to differ
and to be independent of cell cycle. Instead, the period of inactivity
between transcriptional firing was associated with remodelling of the
chromatin (Harper et al., 2011).
The cell cycle has recently been shown to affect the differentiation
capacity of human ESCs (Pauklin and Vallier, 2013). Single human
ESCs initiate differentiation towards endoderm or neuroectoderm
lineages according to whether they depart from early G1 or late G1
phase, respectively. These results imply that the asynchronous
differentiation observed in human ESC cultures might be related to
differences in the cell cycle phase between individual cells. However,
no correlation between transcription factor expression and cell cycle
phasing was noted. Indeed, human ESCs express pluripotency
transcription factor (OCT4) or differentiation factors (SOX1, SOX17)
in the same proportions as the whole population, independent of their
cell cycle stage (Pauklin andVallier, 2013).Thus, it remains to be seen
whether the cell cycle has a direct effect on regulating transcription
factor heterogeneity.
Functional significance of transcription factor
heterogeneity
Heterogeneity of gene expression might have a functional role in cell
fate decisions. This notion was put forward for in vivo embryonic
development someyears ago, and stipulated that stochastic changes in
gene expression, including that of Nanog, might allow a window of
opportunity to direct lineage allocation (Chazaud et al., 2006;
Kurimoto et al., 2006; Dietrich and Hiiragi, 2007; Frankenberg
et al., 2011). In vitro, some models accounting for Nanog
heterogeneity in ESCs that integrate allele switching have been
proposed recently (Wu and Tzanakakis, 2013). Using a multiscale
stochastic population balance equation model, it was proposed that
allelic control of Nanog allows ESCs to restore a characteristic
equilibrium population with a constant fraction of the four types of
cells discussed above – that is, expressing one or other Nanog allele,
both, or neither. In this scenario, allelic control ofNanog transcription
is proposed to be a prime determinant of stem cell population
heterogeneity under LIF/serum culture conditions (Wu and
Tzanakakis, 2013). When allelic switching was not included in the
model parameters, the population reached an equilibrium that did not
reflect the experimental data generatedbyMiyanari andTorres-Padilla
(2012) and by Hansen and van Oudenaarden (2013). Therefore, this
model not only recapitulates experimental data but, more importantly,
surmises that ESCs in any ‘state’ofNanog allelic firing cangive rise to
ESC populations with the same heterogeneity in terms of Nanog
expression. It will be important to test this prediction experimentally:
if allele switching is prevented at theNanog loci, do ESC populations
become more homogeneous? In ESCs grown in 2i/LIF, allele
switching is not expected to occur (Miyanari and Torres-Padilla,
2012). Therefore, the fact that ESCs cultured in 2i/LIF express
NANOGmore homogeneously (Ying et al., 2008; Wray et al., 2011)
might provide some support to the prediction of themodel. Moreover,
NANOG protein itself plays a central role in the emergence of a
heterogeneous Nanog expression profile. Indeed, Nanog null ESC
populations carrying a Nanog:GFP reporter allele have a reduced
ability to generate Nanog heterogeneity, as reported by GFP
expression. Interestingly, this is the case regardless of whether
NANOG activity is maintained in either an ON or OFF state (Navarro
et al., 2012).
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Pulsatile transcriptional activity can confer robustness
At the molecular level, transcription of a gene is a discrete event
defined by the assembly of the pre-initiation complex and the binding
of one RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) molecule to the promoter of a
gene, followed by promoter melting, initial elongation to a site of
promoter proximal pausing, and subsequent processive elongation
(Core and Lis, 2008; Brookes and Pombo, 2009). Thus, transcription
occurs in molecular steps, or pulses, rather than in a continuous
fashion.When the rate of pre-initiation complex and RNAPII binding
and processivity is high, transcription of a gene becomes a sustained
event, with only short periods of inactivity between the production of
transcripts from the givengene.Often, however, transcription of genes
is a rather discontinuous event,with onlya few pulses occurring over a
discrete time period (Muramoto et al., 2012).
Genes that pulse can display different probabilities of firing,
differences in the duration of the pulse, the frequencyand the intensity.
A sustained, non-binary transcriptional activity might be better
suited for housekeeping functions (Muramoto et al., 2012). By
contrast, stochastic switch behaviour might allow room for
developmental decisions, an idea supported by studies from both
Dictyostelium and Drosophila (Muramoto et al., 2012; Little et al.,
2013). In Drosophila embryos, developmental RNAs analysed by
smRNA-FISH displayed differences of up to 44% in expression
between neighbouring nuclei (Little et al., 2013). Importantly, the
variation between cells was about 6-fold higher for nascent
transcripts than for cytoplasmic transcripts. Thus, similar to
observations from smRNA-FISH of Nanog in ESCs (Hansen and
van Oudenaarden, 2013), cytoplasmic mRNA measures have
considerably less noise than nascent transcription site counts.
In the Drosophila study, the authors concluded that a robust and
precise temporal expression pattern in the early syncytium is
achieved through stochastic decisions in transcription at the single-
cell level (Li and Xie, 2011; Little et al., 2013). More recent
evidence using quantitative live nascent RNA imaging in
Drosophila further suggests that developmental patterns arise as a
result of buffering (see glossary in Box 1) single-cell expression
patterns over time and space, and not because cells display similar
transcriptional activity as a whole (Garcia et al., 2013). Therefore,
allelic firing might represent a way in which stochasticity is
generated at the single-cell level in a specific developmental
context. Transcriptional burst frequency is expected to increase with
high expression levels (Zopf et al., 2013). Of note forNanog, higher
expression levels in ESCs cultured in 2i/LIF correlate with a higher
burst frequency and with the probability of both alleles firing
(Miyanari and Torres-Padilla, 2012; Hansen and van Oudenaarden,
2013). If transcription occurs with bursts or as discontinuous firing
events, a high variability in the number of mRNA molecules
produced over time in individual cells would be expected (Raj et al.,
2006; Raj and van Oudenaarden, 2008). Thus, the experimental data
documenting high variability in the number of Nanog mRNA
molecules per cell fit well with a mode of regulation for Nanog
involving discontinuous firing. The data of several studies
(Miyanari and Torres-Padilla, 2012; Navarro et al., 2012; Hansen
and van Oudenaarden, 2013) provide evidence for such bursts and
an experimental framework to explain such heterogeneity, since at a
given time allele firing occurs only in a proportion of the cell
population. In a fluctuation regulatory model, a positive-feedback
mechanism can amplify such fluctuations (Little et al., 2013). The
positive-feedback loops within the pluripotency GRN discussed
above are in accord with this type of regulation. Furthermore, since
NANOG autoregulates its own expression in a negative-feedback
mechanism (Navarro et al., 2012), this might provide a means for
the cell to limit the extent of fluctuations and for buffering cell-to-
cell variations in protein concentrations. Importantly, the
autorepression of NANOG is independent of OCT4 and SOX2
activity, which may provide a means to mechanistically separate the
autoregulatory loop involved in maintaining Nanog heterogeneity
from the regulation ofOct4 and Sox2 (Navarro et al., 2012). Thus, it
is possible that a regulated balance of positive and negative
feedback might be necessary to maintain the steady-state
equilibrium of Nanog expression over time in a given ESC
population as a whole.
In microbial populations, it has been known for some time that
competence for stress response entails phenotypic variability (Nester
and Stocker, 1963). A relevant question is, therefore, whether
heterogeneity would be of any advantage for a stem cell population.
Here, it would be useful to learn from what has been inferred in other
systems that are also dependent on signalling. Indeed, environmental
signals control the pluripotent cell type captured in vitro at the time of
cell isolation from the embryo and dramatically influence the type
of pluripotent cells established (Festuccia et al., 2013). A model for
pulsatile stimulation has been described for the signalling response to
NF-κB,whereby a population of cells shows amore efficient response
in downstream transcriptional activation to repeated pulses of TNFα
stimulation as opposed to a continuous stimulus (Ashall et al., 2009).
A broader conclusion from these observations is that the cellular
heterogeneity that arises from pulsatile transcriptional responses
confers robustness to a cell population (Paszek et al., 2010). In other
words, generating enhanced cell heterogeneity at the single-cell level
can control the stability of a population of cells by decreasing
fluctuations over time at the population level. This might confer an
advantage by both preserving the identity of the population and
simultaneously enabling the population to respond to signalling
stimuli (Paszek et al., 2010). In this scenario, fluctuating gene
expression may enable a faster response to signalling.
Heterogeneity as a means to impart developmental
robustness
An alternative, non-mutually exclusive view of stem cell heterogeneity
based on ideas from statistical mechanics reaches a similar conclusion:
that fluctuations in single-cell properties ‘prime’ pluripotent cells to
respond to certain cues important for differentiation (MacArthur and
Lemischka, 2013). According to this model, a pluripotent population
can be robustlymaintainedwithout there being a fixed definition of the
pluripotent state at the molecular level in single cells.
Put into a broader context, development can be considered an
intrinsically noisy system due to fluctuations in transcriptional
regulation.Wemust not forget that ESCs are, after all, a developmental
model system and it is therefore expected that ESCs that are not locked
in a self-renewing state by pharmacological inhibition retain such a
characteristic fluctuating behaviour. RNA-FISH (Miyanari and
Torres-Padilla, 2012) and genome-wide analysis of allele-specific
transcripts (Deng et al., 2014) revealed that at the early stages of
development, between the 4- and the 8-cell stage, cells fire primarily
one Nanog allele, presumably generating a large degree of variability
among cells (Dietrich and Hiiragi, 2007), which might be potentiated
by the generation of secondary heterogeneities. Following the above
considerations, cell-to-cell fluctuations can be buffered across time
and space through translation and protein degradation rates. In an ESC
population, even if individual cells change their expression ofNanog,
for example through allele firing, the population reaches an
equilibrium over time, which is that of a typical ‘snapshot’ observed
when we perform static experiments to address gene expression in
single cells byRNA-FISH, smRNA-FISH, immunostaining or FACS.
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Together, these inputs provide a pluripotent population with the
robustness necessary to self-renew under the appropriate culture
conditions, but, importantly, with the simultaneous responsiveness
required to allow a rapid transition into differentiation both in vitro
and in vivo.
Fluctuations in Nanog expression are extremely sensitive to
alterations in signalling (Luo et al., 2012; Karwacki-Neisius et al.,
2013), and this most likely reflects the native signalling environment
in the embryo around the time when ESCs are derived. Lineage
choice between the epiblast and the primitive endoderm is governed
by fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and downstream signalling activity
(Cheng et al., 1998; Chazaud et al., 2006; Nichols et al., 2009;
Yamanaka et al., 2010; Frankenberg et al., 2011). A pulsatile or burst
reaction to activate or repress Nanog expression might allow an
efficient allocation towards these two lineages by allowing
individual cells within the pluripotent population to portray a
different response, in spite of being submerged in the same signalling
environment. Responsiveness to FGF is required for ESCs to
generate Nanog heterogeneity and initiate differentiation. If FGF
signalling is blocked, ESCs cannot demonstrate the pluripotency
crucial for normal development. Whether ESCs cultured in
pharmacological inhibitors or in LIF/serum reflect a precise stage
in the peri-implantation development programme is presently
unclear. Indeed, the expression of genes characteristic of the
totipotent 2-cell stage blastomeres in ESCs cultured in LIF/serum
or LIF/2i suggests that neither culture regime faithfully and
uniformly recapitulates a specific point in developmental time
(Macfarlan et al., 2012). Therefore, caution should be exercised
when extrapolating the behaviour of ESCs grown in either condition
with the behaviour of pluripotent cells of the embryo. The above
scenarios require a NANOG threshold dictating permissiveness for
differentiation versus self-renewal, which has not only been
suggested in the literature (Chambers et al., 2003, 2007; Silva
et al., 2009; Frankenberg et al., 2011; Silva and Smith, 2008) but
without which normal development does not occur (Nichols
et al., 2009). Note that although Nanog+/− mice develop to term,
the formation of inner cell mass derivatives is delayed (Miyanari and
Torres-Padilla, 2012), suggesting that in the presence of only one
allele the epiblast acquires full functionality at a later timepoint.
It is important to consider whether heterogeneity in Nanog
expression affects either the transcriptional or epigenetic status of
ESC populations (Ficz et al., 2013). As mentioned above, cells
cultured in 2i that fire transcription from two alleles for most of the
time and have a more homogeneous distribution of NANOG and
other pluripotency transcription factors (Ying et al., 2008; Kalmar
et al., 2009; Wray et al., 2011; Miyanari and Torres-Padilla, 2012;
Hansen and van Oudenaarden, 2013) do have a different gene
expression profile as a population (Marks et al., 2012; Leitch et al.,
2013). Moreover, ESCs cultured in 2i display global differences in
chromatin and have globally hypomethylated DNA (Ficz et al.,
2013; Habibi et al., 2013; Leitch et al., 2013). Whether these
epigenetic changes occur homogeneously throughout the population
remains to be seen.
Perspectives and conclusions
Heterogeneity between individual cells is an inherent feature of
dynamic cellular processes. The known heterogeneity of transcription
factor expression that we have discussed in ESCs suggests that the
transcriptional control of ESC fate is a dynamic process. Therefore,
pluripotency should be seen as a dynamic stochastic process that can
potentially impart a benefit to a population of cells in the process of
undergoing cell fate decisions in response to signalling.
We have discussed transcription factor heterogeneity in general
and some of the molecular principles that may underlie fluctuations
in Nanog expression in ESCs in particular. Allelic switching
provides a framework for such variability, and is most likely
potentiated by changes in mRNA stability and distribution in single
cells. Although other genes have also been reported to be expressed
heterogeneously in ESCs (Hayashi et al., 2008; Toyooka et al.,
2008; Festuccia and Chambers, 2011; Morgani et al., 2013), most of
the data described above are based on findings related to Nanog,
perhaps because Nanog is the most extensively studied. Whether
Nanog is a unique case in stem cell regulation will be important to
establish. Furthermore, it will be interesting to explore whether the
recently described naïve human ESCs (Gafni et al., 2013; Chan
et al., 2013) display fluctuations in Nanog expression.
Mathematical modelling approaches have started to contribute to
our understanding of stochastic gene expression and its impact on the
stability and heterogeneity of cell populations. Although such
analyses allow the projection of population states along time and the
testing of some of the known molecular regulatory parameters
(provided that a sufficient amount of quantitative data is available),
they donot predict unknownparameters. Forexample,we cannot infer
whether there is any influence from individual components of the
pluripotency GRN inmaintaining and generating heterogeneity. How
is this type of analysis affected by the negative autoregulation that
NANOG exerts on Nanog? Is the largely heterogeneous distribution
ofNanogmRNAobservedat the single-cell level relevant?What is the
effect of the cell cycle, if any, on ESC heterogeneity? Although
re-establishment of a steady-state heterogeneous population has been
documented, the time taken for re-equilibration varies (Chambers
et al., 2007; Kalmar et al., 2009; Abranches et al., 2013). Some of
these differences might be due to non-matching half-lives, but, as
mentioned earlier, the purity of the sorted population is crucial here.
Similar to experiments performed with haematopoietic cells (Pina
et al., 2012), future experiments should address the re-equilibration
ability of single cells obtained from the extremes of the distribution.
Imaging data with destabilised fluorescent protein reporters acquired
over several generations under relevant culture conditions should
also provide a more comprehensive understanding of how Nanog
transcriptional activity affects heterogeneity. Moreover, compiling
data on NANOG protein concentrations, fluctuations and synthesis
rate should also be considered in the future. Thiswill help to determine
whether there is a key molecular event underlying heterogeneity in
ESCs or, rather, whether heterogeneity results from a combined effect
of each of the steps discussed above.
Much remains to be learned regarding the molecular control of
heterogeneous transcription factor expression in pluripotent cell types
(Cahan andDaley, 2013). It will be instructive to examine themultiple
levels of regulation of protein and RNA heterogeneity and the degree
to which heterogeneity can be brought under control by endogenous
signalling proteins. Approaches to investigate gene regulation in
single cells will be key to these analyses. Much of the information
currently available about pluripotent cell gene regulation has come
from the advances brought about by the deployment of powerful
high-throughput sequencing approaches to measure gene expression
and the chromatin localisation of transcription factors, chromatin
modifiers and histone modifications in a given population of cells.
However, from the arguments raised above, it is clear that in order to
understand pluripotency it is necessary to study individual cells rather
than population averages. In particular, it is crucial to remember that
the most significant landmark discoveries in stem cell biology have
assessed the functional capabilities of single cells (Siminovitch et al.,
1963; Kleinsmith and Pierce, 1964). Therefore, techniques that
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examine the molecular details within individual cells are essential to a
proper understanding of stem cell biology.
We anticipate that the regulatory principles that apply to
pluripotent cells will be relevant to the control of heterogeneous
physiological responses in other stem cell systems and possibly also
to understanding how regulatory control is lost in some pathological
conditions. As such, a detailed knowledge of the regulation of
Nanog, and an understanding of how NANOG activity delivers
enhanced self-renewal, will provide important parallels for other,
less biochemically tractable stem cell systems.
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